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Transmission Line Design Handbook (Artech House Antennas and Propagation Library)Artech House Publishers, 1991
If your looking for derivations - this is the wrong book for you
There is also a shortage analysis techniques.
This book is packed with quick formula and would might be quite useful as implied by the "design handbook" name. Some of the...
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ISO 9001: 2000 for Software and Systems Providers:  An Engineering ApproachCRC Press, 2003
This volume incorporates more than a decade of experience with ISO 9001, a standard created by committees of volunteers working under the aegis of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). This volume is intended for individuals who are responsible for using ISO 9001 to implement or revitalize systematic process improvement in...
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Ad Hoc & Sensor Networks: Theory And ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
This book introduces a new explanatory cross-layer model specifically designed to understand all aspects of ad hoc and sensor networking, from design through performance issues to application requirements. Future directions, challenges and potential simulation projects are also discussed.    The topics included represent a significant portion of...
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Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and PropsSybex, 2010

	Use Maya to create realistic environments and props for digital games


	Weapons, vehicles, tools, buildings, trees, plants, walls, ceilings, and floors-these items may seem secondary to the game environment, but they are integral parts of the game and they all need to be created. Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and...
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Mastering Maya 7Sybex, 2006
This official, Alias-endorsed guide offers comprehensive, in-depth coverage of the Maya interface. You'll find:
    

	A Quick Start overview followed by in-depth coverage of the Maya interface and all of the tools for modeling, texturing, animation, and special effects.     
	Information on of all of Maya's latest...
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Panoramic Radiology: Seminars on Maxillofacial Imaging and InterpretationSpringer, 2007
During a Chicago Midwinter Dental meeting some years ago, I was asked by representatives from Panoramic Corporation to recommend a good general textbook on panoramic radiography. I was informed there is a great deal of interest within the dental profession in obtaining clinically relevant information on how to achieve the maximum diagnostic yield...
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Applied Computational Materials Modeling: Theory, Simulation and ExperimentSpringer, 2007
The scope of the proposed book is to identify and emphasize the successful link between computational materials modeling as a simulation and design tool and its synergistic application to experimental research and alloy development. Compared to other areas in science where computational modeling has made substantial contributions to the development...
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Applications of Silicon-Germanium Heterostructure Devices (Series in Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2002
The authors have certainly identified a gap in the literature … Overall, the book is very informative and provides a strong foundation for work in this active research area.
 -K. Alan Shore, Optics and Photonics News

The most significant feature of this work is that it combines three distinct topics - technology, device...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An essential update to the key web authoring standards of HTML, XHTML, and CSS


	The existence of Web pages depends on three vital technologies: HTML (base language that Web pages are written in), XHTML (standards that define how to write HTML pages), and CSS (standard that applies formatting styles to Web pages). This new edition...
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Creep and Fracture of IceCambridge University Press, 2009

	This is the first complete account of the physics of the creep and fracture of ice, and their interconnectivity. It investigates the deformation of low-pressure ice, which is fundamental to glaciers, polar ice sheets and the uppermost region of icy moons of the outer Solar System. The book discusses ice structure and its defects, and...
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Mechanical Behavior of MaterialsCambridge University Press, 2008


	Everything that surrounds us is matter. The origin of the word matter

	is mater (Latin) or matri (Sanskrit), for mother. In this sense, human

	beings anthropomorphized that which made them possible – that

	which gave them nourishment. Every scientific discipline concerns

	itself with matter. Of all matter surrounding us, a...
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Handbook of Magnetic Materials, Volume 20North Holland, 2012

	Volume 20 of the Handbook of Magnetic Materials, as the preceding volumes, has a dual purpose. As a textbook it is intended to help those who wish to be introduced to a given topic in the field of magnetism without the need to read the vast amount of literature published. As a work of reference it is intended for scientists active...
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